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i miss you. 

CatKoiCalico  

(@CatKoiCalico on Twitter) 
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 Peckings 

Olive Greene 

(@slut4themoon on Twitter) 

We fell asleep in the chicken coop last night 

Because it looked like warmth, and eggs, and not being so  

fragile all the time 

The feathers clinging to my legs like sticky pearls, and I  

said “this is special this is rare this will never happen  

again” and you said nothing because you were asleep. 

You dreamt of clipped wings and I named the hen  

repeatedly, my vegetarianism worn around my neck in  

a silver locket, because my mother told me chickens  

like shiny things. 

I’m covered in peck marks and you wake up and say sorry  

instead of good morning, but I always wanted freckles.  

They’ll fade in a week and I’ll find myself  

sleepwalking back here, desperate to feel wanted. 

 I spent the night in a chicken coop and the world respun  

itself, my body always reclaimed by something  

smaller than me. 
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Mother and Child 

Lola 

(@draweriste on  Instagram & Twitter) 
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chickens make mornings better 

Robert W. 

you hear chicken songs. 

you see chickens in the field,  

knowing they are being watched and yet  

maintaining their composure.  

it's an early, picture-perfect awakening; 

the daybreak kisses the weathervane rooster  

good morning.  

 

you sit alone  

at your bedroom window 

in a clouded morning mind state,  

admiring the mother hen's dedication 

and how recklessly she loves her children. 

 

it's so beautiful to see something  

have the capability to love the smallest things in life. 
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Chicken’s Chair 

Eden Davis 

(@gauginchair on Instagram) 
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chicken slander & fowl play 

Marlene 

I must’ve misread it, 

I must’ve misheard. 

you called my name, 

but surely meant a different bird? 

I mean, 

comparatively, I may be a 

small hearted hen, 

but there’s no fear in me. 

I nest at the top of this pen. 

I’ll scratch and peck, 

show you how tough I can be. 

I have a bone to pick 

after I finish these seeds. 

you say chicken like coward, 

but know I’ve got pluck. 

a modern T. rex 

with a peck larger than her cluck. 

there’s pride in the name: 

this, I’ll coo and squawk. 

so leave your insults behind 

with the thoughts that 

you’re the cock of the walk. 

Though my reputation has sunken, 
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my plumage is ruffled, 

it’s ingrained in how you speak, 

and even my written testimony 

is chicken scratch to you, 

disparage me in front of my chicks 

and you’ll see what this hen will do. 

I Love You 

Larz Alexander Hagen 

(@larzstarz_arts on Instagram) 
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We Ramble in Amber through Mercury 

Patricia Farrell 

(for the chickens of Punt de Trobada  

Barcelona: August 2001) 

[We] who [are] inspired 

[are] not inspired 

but inspired; 

our proposition to speak 

in a popular language 

making connections 

only when we can. 

The point of our work as troubadours — 

of all acts which arrive to those who try — is to 

experience the laughter 

of she or he who intervenes 

if only once. 

(We are here to party, even if 

we make a spectacle of ourselves) 
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Henhouse 

Lys 

(Gallosauruspex on Tumblr) 

Smothered in the dark, creep 

Under a wing, hear 

A gentle “brrrrrrt” into your 

Chest, into your 

Heart, as the ladies 

Of the roost talk 

About nothing. Here  

In the dusty dusk feel 

The smother of heat, from low roof 

And hot breath, and muttered 

“cluck cluck;” 
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 no chickens 

cgh 

no loud chickens allowed  

a loud chicken; 

the plot thickens 
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Chiken 

Chicken McNuggets 

(chicken-mc-nuggets on Tumblr) 
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 Why the Other Side? 

Kevyn Gamutan 

 

Why did the chicken cross the road? 

To get to the other side 

The other side? 

The other side? 

What reason could a bit of poultry 

Possibly be able to provide me 

For the simple action of trying 

To get to the other side? 

 

Perhaps they committed a murder most fowl 

And is running away to avoid suspicion 

Perhaps they’re a rooster off to elope 

With their young lover, a hen named Patricia 

Perhaps they’re going to a job interview 

For barnyard director—a pretty big deal 

Perhaps they’re the infamous chicken-thief Hermes  

Traveling to find an item to steal 

Perhaps they’re a hero off on a journey 

A quest the chicken gods have assigned 

Perhaps they’re heading to their next competition  

The best chess player a chicken could find 

 

Why did the chicken cross the road? 
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So many choices, so little time 

Which is it? 

Which is it? 

Unless you’re a chicken in human disguise 

Or bird-brained enough, we may never decide 

The reason why a chicken would try 

To get to the other side 

Wooly Bear (Seabright) 

Arlo 
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 Which Came First? 

Kevyn Gamutan 

 

Which came first: 

The chicken or the egg? 

 

A thought which greatly bothers me 

'Tis a pleasant pain 

Of all the things that I could do 

I choose to go insane 

 

What greater question can you ask 

I wonder and I beg 

Than to learn which did come first 

The chicken or the egg? 

 

Some would claim a paradox 

There is no start nor end 

Chickens hatch from chicken eggs 

And eggs are laid by hens 

 

The ancient Greeks would disagree 

Aristotle would say 

The actual chicken comes before 

The egg potent’lly laid 
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Evolution nonconcurs 

They say eggs preexist  

Coelacanths have laid their eggs 

Before the chickens did 

 

In the end it matters not 

Which of them came first 

For both will meet the same demise: 

Killed and cooked and served 
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on the importance of chickens 

silas denver melvin 

(@sweatermuppet on Instagram) 

in the morning: a jackson pollock of feathers  

torn & spilt like shelled walnuts.  

    no blood.  

        seldom is there any.  

    just the chewed quills split & spit,  

     an upsetted mosaic in the harsh dirt.  

a nest made large with absence.  

no one puts up missing posters for chickens.  

rarely do farmers not know the fate,  

are ragged    with their rotten acceptance.  

    to love something is to already accept  

it dead. to live each day knowing  

        one morning will be exactly  

like this.            one morning you wake up 

& the body is cooling    on the doorstep.  

    but i hold my chin, set hard as teeth, grit 

as i feed my flock their daily seed.  

nothing that is created    is unimportant, even 

    that which is created by accident.  

             & this is to say: i let my grief  

become a shivering maw, a galloping yawp  

    over the careless scatter of feathers.  

dad says, "that's life" & goes to work.  

& my mother, in her silence, says,  

    "one day you'll make a good husband." 
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Murder Most Fowl 

Karlo Sevilla 

(@karlosevilla2 on Twitter) 

The first-ever man to eat chicken eggs was remorseless 

in his massacre – carnivorous, he roasted the hen  

and boiled all her unhatched for breakfast. 

One by one he broke open the shells, 

immaculate white as ignorance, 

then dumped the pieces along the path 

outside his primordial hut. 

(He didn’t even bother to wonder if the yolks 

could have been as yellow as the chicks 

that were denied the gush of bewildering light, 

bursting through a pecked-open crack. 

He was as indifferent as the rooster 

that was all crow and no fight 

and immediately roosted with another.) 

Hence, his tribe enjoys eggs for breakfast, 

and consumes more since the discovery 

of good cholesterol. 

Hence, every day he breaks eggshells, 

then walks outside and unconsciously  

crushes them to smaller pieces – 

even after it became an idiom, 

then cliché. 
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The Bremen Town Musicians 

fortis 

 

My hooves could not play a banjo, nor my shoulders pull 

a plow, 

so I left the field of ripened wheat to rot and wither. Now 

I walk to Bremen, where I’ve heard that all are free, and I 

pray 

they’ll listen to my song, even if all I can do is bray. 

  
I could not chase the sheep: my bones were old and 

tired, and the gun 

shone in his hands. Off I ran, until exhausted under sun, 

I heard far-off a solo singer saying, “All are free there, 

there is no want.” Bounding up to him, I asked if he 

would share. 

  
“Of course,” I said, “Now my road is yours.” He wagged 

and followed me, 

and off we headed toward the town where we knew we 

would be free. 

  
Teeth too dull and claws too slow to catch the mice 

that plagued the house: 

in short, useless. I slunk away, saying farewell to the 

mouse. 

On midnight roads I found a pair who had stories just 

like mine 
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I joined them on their travels to Bremen city, free and 

fine. 

  
My song was a semantic satiation and they craved 

meat, 

so I fled the coop and strutted to the place where two 

roads meet. 

There I met three singing comrades and I joined their 

pilgrimage 

to Bremen’s free town. After some time, we came 

upon a ridge. 

  
We peered over it and saw a little cottage, bright within. 

Inside, three men, surrounded by gold, ate, drank and 

laughed. Their grins 

spread ear to ear. We crept closer until we could hear their 

jeers 

and tales of theft. They caressed their rubies and guzzled 

their beers 

while we hatched a plan. I stood outside the window and 

we stacked 

on me the dog, on him the cat, on her the cock, feet on 

back. 

 
 Then, atop a tower with an eldritch silhouette, I 

crowed 

loud and bloody. The thieves ran out, leaving their 

ill-gotten gold. 
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They high-tailed it to the hills. Then I climbed down 

and snuck inside. 

The fire was warm, the food was plentiful. “Why not 

stay?” I cried 

to the others. They came in and saw the beds, the 

hardwood floors, 

and the ceiling fit to keep us dry during sudden 

downpours. 

  
“Let’s stay,” I agreed. “The floor is warm and the 

sausage is sweet 

between my teeth. Surely it is good enough to find 

retreat 

on our own. Why be musicians, forced to work and 

forced to sing 

for our suppers every day when we can stay and live like 

kings?” 

  
“Fine with me.” 

“Fine with me.” 

“Fine with me.” 

“Fine with me,” we said. 

So we closed the door, blew out the candles, and laid 

down our heads. 

  
But I stayed awake, watching through the window. 

The thieves came back, 

thinking guilt made them too jumpy. I prepared us to 

attack. 
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As they drew lots for who’d investigate, Cat roused us 

from bed. 

When the unlucky thief came in, I kicked him hard in the 

head. 

He shouted and stumbled, dropping his candle, the only 

light, 

and when he stepped too close for comfort, I gave his 

leg a bite. 

In the dark he saw my eyes glowing like warm coals. 

He reached in 

to light his candle but reared back when I attacked, 

scratching skin. 

As he was turning around to go, I screamed into his 

face. 

He blanched and ran away, all three vanishing 

without a trace. 

 
Years later I heard tell he thought the cottage haunted by 

ghosts 

that clubbed him, bit him, and scratched him, and what 

frightened him the most 

was the awful banshee scream like nails grating inside his 

ears. 

But we four sang and lived together, happy for many 

years. 
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The Town Musicians of Bremen (Front) 

fortis 
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The Town Musicians of Bremen (Side) 

fortis 
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Editor’s note 

alliyah 

 Thank you for picking up our second edition of 

COOP and for sharing in reveling over chickens together. 

This was a real joy to work on - from getting a chance to 

see the diversity and depth of entries, to working with 

fortis to edit and arrange the final product. For our second 

edition of COOP we opened up submissions to the public, 

not knowing quite what to expect, and again were 

impressed by the entries that came forward. 

 

In this edition, I was really struck by how many different 

directions people could take the seemingly simple theme 

of chickens. There's a lot of diversity in this collection, not 

just in the themes that authors and artists touch on, but 

also in medium and form. Who knew that chickens could 

inspire such a wide range of great art and poetry? 

Chickens really do serve as both the perfect inspiration 

starter and the ideal blank canvas. Hopefully reading this 

edition, will encourage you to see what you can add to the 

conversation too. 

 

Keep on writing and making art friends, you never know 

what will hatch!  
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Editor’s note 

fortis 

 The first edition of COOP had fulfilled my long 

desire to make a zine. It was intimate and full of passion. 

All the pieces in it were made by friends and associates 

from the writing website that encouraged  my love of 

writing (youngwriterssociety.com).  

 In contrast, this second edition of COOP is 

fulfilling a different long desire: to create something 

bigger than I can really conceptualize. Because we 

branched out and opened submissions to anybody, I don’t 

know exactly where the submissions come from or who 

the submitters are.  

 I may not know the artists and poets in this zine, 

but we share something important, something that we 

share with humanity all the way back through prehistory. 

We are all united by our love of chickens. Thank you, 

artists and poets, for continuing this grand tradition, and 

for supporting our little chickeny dream. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Glazed terracotta in the shape of a rooster, Egyptian 

workmanship, from Pompeii, displayed in the Naples 

Archaeological Museum in Naples, Italy. 
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